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Spit Finish 
 
 The term split finish is used herein to describe doors where a different finish is used on 
opposite faces of the door.  
 
Interior doors that are pre-finished at VT with combinations of stain, clear and opaque on 
opposite faces are not considered split finish. These combinations will not require SCL core in 
order to maintain the warranty. 
 
The warranty covers doors constructed using Structural Composite Lumber (SCL) core when 
different finishes are used on one face than the other. This includes exterior doors having an 
exterior finish on the outside and an interior finish on the inside. This can also include latex or 
enamel paint on one side and stain on the other. Please note the differences in the scenarios 
below. 

Summary of Warranty Rules 

• If factory finished both sides and core is SCL: The warranty remains in effect for any 
combination of finishes on opposite faces. Cerused or primer one side with another 
finish on the other side is included.  

• If field finished both sides and core is SCL: The warranty remains in effect for any 
combination of finishes on opposite faces.  

• If field finished both sides and core is other than SCL: Warranty is void if finish 1 and 
finish 2 are different 

• Doors are not available with factory finish one side only 

 
Split Veneer 
VT will warranty SCL core doors with the following: 

1. Different veneer species on each face (or veneer on one and MDO on the other) 
2. Shallow reveals, 3/64” deep, on one face only. 

The use of any other core type will not be warranted  
 
Laminate 
VT will warranty any type of core with plastic laminate of different color/pattern/finish on one 
face versus the other as long as they are the same manufacture, thickness and orientation. 
Doors will not be warranted with laminate oriented horizontally on one face and vertically on 
the other. Due to high risk VT will not manufacture doors having plastic laminate on one side 
and veneer, MDO or HDF on the other. 
 
Vinyl 
VT will warranty InPro vinyl sheets with different colors and woodgrains, solid color one 
face/woodgrain the other face. Doors will be warranted with vinyl horizontally one face and 
vertically the other face. 
 


